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This paper describes a method for acquiring data for facial movements to be
analysed for implementation in an animated talking head. We will show
preliminary data on how a number of articulatory parameters vary under the
influence of expressiveness in speech and gestures. Primarily we focused on
expressive gestures and emotions conveying information that is intended to
make the animated agent more ''human-like'' as described in the objectives of
the PF-Star project (Preparing future multisensorial interaction research).

1. Introduction

Amongst other things we use facial signals to influence other participant’s behaviour by
expressing affectual signals (Argyle & Cook, 1976) and extralinguistic information such as
signals for turn taking (Duncan, 1974), emotions and attitude (Ekman, 1979). There are a
number of studies showing how expressiveness and emotions affect our facial display, e.g.
how we raise our eyebrows, move our eyes or blink, or nod and turn our head (Ekman,
1979), and how we use these visual cues to signal emphasis, etc. But less is known about
how articulation is affected by expressiveness in speech. By expressive speech we refer to
speech performed when affected by an emotion, e.g. smiling while we speak.

When looking at articulatory synthesis based on phonetic input, it is exclusively based on
non-expressive speech, i.e. the material is read with a neutral voice and facial expression.
However, expressiveness might affect articulation and how we produce speech a great deal
and an articulatory parameter might behave differently under the influence of different
emotions. For example did Fonàgy (Fonàgy, 1976) show how intraoral speech mechanisms,
e.g. the tongue, was affected by the expression of emotions. Better knowledge about this
behaviour will help us adjust the articulatory rules controlling the articulation of an animated
talking head and make it more consistent with the performed expression.

2. Background

Study of audio-visual expressive speech is one of the objectives of the European PF-Star
project with the general aim to establish future activities in the field of multi-sensorial and
multi-lingual communication. This will be achieved by providing technological baselines,
comparative evaluations, and assessments of prospects of core technologies, which future
research and development efforts can build on. The areas addressed are analysis and
synthesis of emotions and communicative signals in speech and faces, speech-to-speech
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translation and speech technologies for children. The experiment and results in this paper
only concern the first area, and more specifically, the analysis and synthesis of visual
expressions. Here we present a method for data collection of some preliminary results from
our first recording.

Our animated head (Beskow, 1997) gives us great freedom when it comes to making it
expressive and having it perform gestures, but it is a tedious task to manually tailor every
expression it should perform. By collecting data on how a real person actually performs
different gestures we might become better at controlling the model and also, find
characteristics in gestures that have not yet been thought of. Our animated head is also
capable of lip-synchronised speech with rule-driven articulation. The rule-driven articulation
uses specified target values for each segment based on its viseme classification.

Figure 1a: Data collection setup with video, microphone and four IR-cameras and a screen
for prompts. 1b) Facial markers used for the recording.

3. Data collection and processing

The audio and visual data was collected by having a speaker read prompted sentences. The
sentences to be read and acted were shown on a screen and recorded in one-minute chunks.
Audio data was recorded on DAT-tape and visual data was recorded using a standard digital
video camera and the optical motion tracking system Qualisys (http://www.qualisys.se) as
shown in Figure 1a. Attaching infrared reflecting markers to the subject’s face (see Figure
1b), enables the system to register the 3D-coordinates for each marker at a frame-rate of
60Hz, i.e. every 17ms. We used markers to register lip movements as well as other facial
movements such as eyebrows, cheek, chin and eyelids. Four markers attached to a pair of
spectacles were used as a reference to be able to factor out head and body movements.

We chose to record 15 different expressions. Together with the six universal prototypes
for emotions: anger, fear, surprise, sadness, disgust and happiness (Ekman, 1982), we also
had the subject to act worried, satisfied, insecure, confident, questioning, encouraging,
doubtful, confirming and neutral. The sentences were kept neutral with respect to content in
order not to affect the acted expressions, and consisted mainly of numbers, but also the
words “Linköping” and “ja”. The audio signal was used to phonetically label the data by first
transcribing the sentences using the transcription part of a text-to-speech system. The
transcriptions were then manually corrected to match what was actually read by the actor. An
automatic aligner (Sjölander, 2003) was used to pair the phonetically transcribed speech with
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the sound signal to retrieve the time for phoneme and word boundaries. This information
together with the sync-signal was then used to match 3D-data with speech for analysis.
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Figure 2: Vertical and lateral distances (in mm) for a rounded [�] and an unrounded [i�]
vowel in different expressions.

4. Results

We analysed the differences in the articulation between eleven emotions for a rounded [�]
and an unrounded [i�] vowel. Four markers (out of six) around the mouth were studied; two
located in the corners of the mouth which enabled us to measure the lateral distance, and two
on the upper and lower lip (on the right side) which gave us the vertical distance. Five
occurrences of each vowel were analysed, always in the same phonetical context.

The analysis showed that the effect of emotion was significant, according to repeated
measurement ANOVA. Similarities in how the vowels are affected can be stated, for
example, happy and satisfied were the emotions that affected the lateral distance the most for
both vowels (see Figure 2). However, the lateral distance was consequently shorter for the
rounded vowel, as expected. Also, it was found that the unrounded vowel had more variance
for the lateral distance than the rounded vowel, but the opposite relationship was seen
concerning the vertical distance, although not as strongly. Furthermore, there does not seem
to be a connection between the changes in the lateral and the vertical distance.

We tried to predict the lateral and the vertical distance for [i�] and [�] respectively by
using linear regression and the result was tested statistically with ANOVA. The predicted
distance was in all cases significantly different from the distance in neutral, but unfortunately
in most cases also different from the reference distance. However, the latter difference was
very small. For example, when reproducing the articulation of [i�] for happy, the mean
difference between the prediction and the reference was 1.5mm, as compared to 10.1mm
between the predicted distance and the distance in neutral.
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5. Conclusions

The study of articulation showed that both groups of vowels are affected by the emotion
expressed. The overall pattern is the same, but some differences could be observed. This
calls for caution when making assumptions on general tendencies for facial expressions for
different emotions. The prediction might be improved by acquiring more data and by using a
non-linear prediction method.

6. Discussion and future studies

The next step could be to apply these articulatory findings on the rules for articulation in the
facial synthesis to achieve a more correct articulation for the tested emotions and
expressions. However, in acted speech the emotions are not necessarily expressed in the
same way as in spontaneous speech and we have to remember that the findings in this study
do not cover all rounded and unrounded vowels. Also in this study the phonemes were
always in the same context. It is likely that the result would be different if other
coarticulation aspects were introduced. Furthermore, we do not claim that the use of these
rules will be sufficient to make the face look for example happy or sad. But it might be a way
of making the articulation more consistent with the performed expression when other
deformations are applied to the face in order to get a specific emotion or expression.
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